ASSALA,
A NEW ENERGY
FOR GABON

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2019

CEO FOREWORD

2019

was a sentinel year for Assala. We proved that combining Assala’s
business strategy and technical skills with the framework of our Values
and Spirit is effective and sustainable. We delivered on our objectives and built the
foundations of our company culture to ensure we operate responsibly.
Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG) approaches are integrated throughout
Assala. Our talented, ‘can do’ scientists, engineers and support services are
encouraged, through their annual objectives, to find ways to improve the way we do
business so that it is ever more efficient, effective and environmentally sustainable.

«

Modern energy services are crucial to
human well-being and to a country’s
economic development. Access to modern
energy is essential for the provision of clean
water, sanitation and healthcare and for the
provision of reliable and efficient lighting,
heating, cooking, mechanical power,
transport and telecommunications services.
International Energy Agency

We retained our ISO14001 certification and undergo
annual IFC audits to ensure we continue to work towards
the highest ESG standards.

»

In parallel, our increased CAPEX investment and five-rig
workover and drilling programme, designed by our subsurface
team, have turned around the natural oil production decline
in our mature assets, resumed production growth and
replaced reserves.
The future looks good. The Gabonese government renewed
four of our production licences, securing a 25-year horizon
for the business. Furthermore, we acquired three onshore
exploration licences, demonstrating Assala’s belief in new
opportunities in Gabon.
At Assala, we are privileged to work with some of the energy
assets that marked a golden age in Gabon’s oil industry history.
When we acquired the business in 2017, the fields produced
only one tenth of their 80s peak levels. As the guardian of these
national assets, we commit to injecting new energy and capital
into their prestigious heritage and assuring their cleaner,
safe long-term future.

« Ensure access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and
modern energy for all. »
United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals (No.7)

DAVID ROUX

CEO, ASSALA ENERGY
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OPERATE RESPONSIBLY AND SAFELY

A

ssala is an energy company. We invest in mature oil and gas assets and explore
for new energy sources. We replace reserves, increase production and extend
field life cycles. Assala’s Values and Spirit drive our decisions, with safety and integrity
at the core of our actions.

GABON’S SECOND
LARGEST OIL AND GAS
PRODUCER

30%

OF GABON’S CRUDE OIL EXPORTED
THROUGH OUR GAMBA TERMINAL

1600 KM
PIPELINE
NETWORK

Assala is committed to generating
sustainable revenues for shareholders
and stakeholders, including host
governments, employees, suppliers
and local communities. The payment
of taxes, the sustainability of production
as well as the direct and indirect
jobs that we provide enable us
to contribute positively to national
and local economies.
Our corporate headquarters are in
the United Kingdom and our operating
assets are in Gabon, Central Africa.
Assala Gabon, an affiliate of Assala
Energy, is the second largest oil and
gas producer in Gabon. In Gamba,
the company’s terminal exports one
third of Gabon’s total production.
In line with national and international
requirements, Assala Energy is
committed to complying with the
highest standards and most stringent
regulations. Our primary shareholder
is the Carlyle Group.
Responsibility: A duty or obligation to satisfactorily perform or complete a task (assigned by
someone or created by one’s own promise or
circumstances) that one must fulfil, and which
has a consequent penalty for failure.
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ENGAGE IN ROBUST FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

I

n 2019, Assala continued its programme of OPEX* rationalisation while
increasing its activities, with emphasis on
integrity and maintenance. The cost optimisation programme ensures our ability
to continue operations throughout oil
price cycles, and our multi-year CAPEX**
investment programme is on track to
deliver increased reserves and rejuvenated assets.
This year, Assala carried on with the
review of its contract agreements: we
launched calls for tenders, based on
transparent, rigorous procedures and
compliance with our robust Code of
Conduct.

*Operational Expenditures
**Capital Expenditures

100M USD

OPEX SAVINGS SINCE
ASSALA’S ARRIVAL IN
GABON (NOVEMBER 2017) (1)

>220M USD

225M USD

TAX PAYMENTS IN
GABON AND IN THE UK
FOR 2019 (3)

CAPEX
INVESTMENT (2)

(1) c. 58,703m XAF

(2) c. 132,082m XAF

311M USD
SPENT WITH
GABONESE
BUSINESSES (A)

(A) 182,566m XAF

(B) 4,109m XAF

(3) c. 129,146 m XAF

7M USD

SPENT WITH
BUSINESSES BASED
IN GAMBA (B)

309

GABONESE BUSINESSES (C)
WORKING DIRECTLY
WITH ASSALA

(C) Suppliers registered in Gabon: affiliates or subsidiaries and independents,
Gabonese companies and Gamba-based businesses

In order to increase Local Content, Assala chose to split contracts by activity to provide
more opportunities for domestic companies to participate, while optimising costs.
Local Content: For companies, Local Content
is the positive value creation which contributes
to national social and economic in-country
development. Local Content also promotes local
and community companies while fostering the
development of national workforce capabilities to
compete with international equivalents.
It includes:
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• working with and developing local expertise in
the national workforce through knowledge and
technology transfer;
• using local goods and services acquired through
local companies within the company’s supply
chain.

INCREASE FIELD LIFE CYCLES AND PRODUCTION

A

ssala’s business strategy is based on continuous improvement of safety, development of in-house operational
fundamentals and fit-for-purpose processes. This, coupled with an integrated and collaborative teamwork approach,
has resulted in a halt of our assets’ natural production decline, historically ranging between 15 to 20% per year.
Thanks to the collaboration between
the subsurface, operations and health,
safety, security, environment (HSSE)
teams and support functions, Assala
Gabon completed 45 workovers in 2019,
along with 14 new wells, all of which are
producing.
Assala replaced its reserves by over
100% since November 2017.
Sustainably: In a way that can be maintained
at a certain rate or level, in a way that avoids
the depletion of natural resources in order to
maintain an ecological balance.

45 WORKOVERS
14 WELLS DRILLED
5 RIGS
We remain focused on our maintenance
and equipment back-up programmes to
ensure continuous production.
Key development and upgrade projects,
including tank reconditioning, pipeline
integrity and the beginning of an
extensive debottlenecking programme,
enable Assala Gabon to handle the
production increase expectations in
2020 and beyond.
Assala achieved First Oil in Damier in
August 2019 and is securing production
increases from Robin with the
installation of additional, new pipelines
that increase oil flow to the terminal.
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EMPOWER OUR PEOPLE
TO REACH THEIR POTENTIAL

I

n 2019, Assala continued to identify its
employees’ strengths and support their
personal development. While our approach
remains pragmatic with an emphasis on
on-the-job training, Assala works with
internationally recognised organisations
to develop fit-for-purpose competency
frameworks and training programmes
enabling us to carry out development and
succession planning for all our employees.
We continue our work with Gabon’s
National Employment Office (ONE) and
the Prince’s Trust in the United Kingdom,
providing internships and work placements
to young people.
We launched a pilot immersion programme
with a potential for roll-out to other sites,
for our four entry-level operators in Toucan,
providing a wider view of the industry and
soft skills training.

13 257

HOURS OF TRAINING
(IN-HOUSE AND EXTERNAL)
TO GABON-BASED EMPLOYEES

35

INTERNSHIPS OFFERED
TO GABONESE PEOPLE
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TECHNICAL WORK PLACEMENTS
OFFERED TO GABONESE
SCIENCE STUDENTS

500

DIRECT JOBS,

1000

INDIRECT JOBS

Assala Gabon also works with local
universities offering graduate technical
placements in our operations and
subsurface departments. Through our
partnerships with environmental NGOs,
we support the training and activities of
Gabonese wildlife rangers as well as the
research and developmental work of
Gabonese environmental scientists.
When a business need arises in Assala,
existing, local employees are considered
first. If Assala needs skills that are not
in-house, we advertise externally with an
equal opportunities approach and we
expect our suppliers to act similarly.
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BUILD WIN-WIN PARTNERSHIPS WITH
GOVERNMENTS AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES

A

ssala is an active partner in the
Sustainable Gabon initiative. Be
it through our employee development
schemes or our internships, we are
helping to increase and improve
national competencies with skills and
certifications that are recognised
internationally and across all areas of
our industry.
As part of our Local Content approach,
we work with local suppliers to provide
support and training to enhance their
capacity to meet our standards of
health, safety, security, environment and
service, therefore increasing business
and indirect employment opportunities
in Gabon.
The sustainability of Gabon’s economic
development relies on a strong
education and job training system

MORE THAN 90 %
OF GABONESE
EMPLOYEES

that functions in local communities
as well as in urban areas. We worked
with the Education Ministry to open an
exam centre in Gamba, enabling the
103 students in the town to take their
Baccalauréat exam locally for the first
time. We set up an Excellence Prize to
recognise hard work and good results
in high schools local to our activities.
We held an award ceremony to

congratulate 21 students in front of their
family and peers, and provided each with
an annual supply of stationary. We also
donated school equipment to improve
academic facilities.
On a practical level, we provided
training to youngsters from local
communities around our sites: ten of
them participated in training on fixing
and maintaining electrical generators
and received their professional training
certificate. Moreover, 109 young people,
including 27 girls, were employed by
local community businesses providing
support to Assala (industrial tool
cleaning, land maintenance and
housekeeping services, etc.).
In December 2019, Assala Gabon
commissioned a socio-economic
baseline study across local communities
where it operates to measure the effects
of its strategies and to accompany local
authorities in their development plans.
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COMMIT TO THE APPLICATION OF INTERNATIONAL
BEST PRACTICE ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS

A

t Assala, we believe that environment conservation is all about people. We support
multiple practical, research and awareness projects to encourage responsible and safe
conservation-led behaviour.
Assala maintained its ISO14001 certification in 2019 and continues to use the IFC Performance
Standards as the company’s benchmarks for environmental best practices. A primary concern
is our carbon footprint, and in particular, Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions.

Since 2017, Assala has optimised its
activities by moving all its support
personnel to Port-Gentil. This has
dramatically cut down commuting
between offices. Changes in logistics,
offsetting international travel and raising
awareness on car sharing and electricity
& water use throughout our sites have
contributed to the continually improving
efficiencies of our operations and GHG
emissions management.
We are also committed to improving the
environment outside our workplace. In
December, Assala began its community
integration programme, where our
employees met with local residents and
authorities to clean neighbourhoods.

Our extensive investment plan to
improve asset integrity includes the
installation of new compressors
and debottlenecking facilities so our
operations are cleaner and more
efficient. Gases which mix with our oil
can be used to provide electricity or be
re-injected into wells.
Assala has committed to eliminating
all routine flaring and continuously
monitors well performance to minimise
gas flaring.

Assala is privileged to operate within the
equatorial rain forest, an environment
rich in biodiversity. Our partnerships
with environmental organisations
support the conservation of this critical
habitat which absorbs carbon and
reduces global warming. Thanks to
our new exploration licences, Assala is
able to protect more forested areas,
and in 2020 we will work with our NGO
partners and the Gabonese government
to measure carbon sequestration and
find ways of increasing capacity.
We are committed to supporting Gabon
Vert and Gabon Bleu, the national
development strategies which focus on
conservation and sustainability on- and
off-shore, while taking into account the
needs of local communities.
These commitments are integrated
into our HSSE and Social Performance
policy. To carry out this important work,
we engage with national and local
authorities and continue our established
partnerships with local and international
environmental NGOs.
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IBONGA
Ibonga is a leading Gabonese marine wildlife protection NGO. Every year, Gabon’s
beaches host the world’s most endangered marine turtles for the nesting season.
Assala Energy supports :
• 240 turtle protection patrols per year.
• 300 participants in beach cleaning
activities, from school kids to Ibonga
and Assala staff.

SMITHSONIAN
CONSERVATION BIOLOGY
INSTITUTE
The Smithsonian Conservation Biology
Institute plays a leading role in the
Smithsonian’s global efforts to save
wildlife species from extinction and train
future generations of conservationists.
Their Gabon Biodiversity Programme
(GBP) uses research to find practical
ways to enhance biodiversity
conservation, reduce human-wildlife
conflict, and promote sustainable use
of natural resources. It undertakes
educational outreach to diffuse the
results and encourage environmentally
responsible and safe behaviour.

Assala Energy supports the following:
• 700+ staff and contractors who
are informed about risk-reduction
strategies around wildlife, through
Assala’s Wildlife Safety Rules.
• 6 Gabonese scientists carrying
out applied research on plants,
animals and human impacts on the
environment.
• 48 patrols with Gabon’s Ministry of
Forests, the Sea, the Environment
and Climate Plan (MINFMEPC).

• 45 local community awareness-raising
sessions.
• 1 teacher training workshop with
50 participants.

• 200 children who participated
in conservation awareness in
local primary schools.
• 1 experimental sustainable natural
soil-enrichment programme to
increase crop yield on poor soil,
decrease deforestation and
reduce human-wildlife conflict.
• 3+ tons of domestic food waste
recycled as compost.
• 157 visitors to the Biodiversity Centre.
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SPACE FOR GIANTS

S PAC E F O R

Space for Giants is an international
conservation organisation that protects
the wild landscapes which Africa’s
elephants need to survive and thrive.
Rising human populations and forest
encroachment in the areas where Assala
operates pose a health and safety risk
as human-wildlife conflict increases.
As such, Assala is funding a 3-year
programme working with Space for
Giants and the Gabonese National Parks
Authority to support Gabonese farmers
working in challenging environments.

Assala Energy invests in a
programme to:
• Erect 13 specialised electrified
fences around cooperative farms
located away from elephant
corridors.
• Protect the livelihoods of close
to 1,000 people by keeping
elephants out of more than
220 farmers’ fields.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION SOCIETY
Assala supported the Wildlife Conservation Society (WSC) in its Gabonese elephant
census, as part of a regional multi-year survey to understand elephant numbers and
movements. Assala is committed to using its licence blocks as ‘industrial wildlife parks’
protecting elephant corridors and habitats from poaching and other illegal activities.
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ASSALA’S

VALUES

Assala Energy’s values are core to the way the company does business.
We pledge to:

OPERATE RESPONSIBLY
AND SAFELY

EMPOWER OUR EMPLOYEES

BUILD WIN-WIN PARTNERSHIPS

INCREASE FIELD LIFE CYCLES
AND PRODUCTION

with governments and local communities
to ensure long-term benefit
from our operations

ENGAGE IN ROBUST
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

to reach their potential

through asset integrity
and strategic investment

COMMIT TO THE APPLICATION
OF INTERNATIONAL BEST
PRACTICE ENVIRONMENTAL
STANDARDS

ACT WITH INTEGRITY

by complying with our Code of Conduct and
applicable international compliance regulations
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ACT WITH INTEGRITY

E

verything we do at Assala is based
on our Values. Integrity and
compliance are at our core; we comply
with all applicable international legal and
regulatory requirements as well as with
the local laws of the countries where we
work. This is underpinned by our Code
of Conduct, policies and procedures.

Assala encourages reporting potential
issues that could be a breach of any
law, our Code, policies or procedures.
Reports can be made via SAFECALL,
a whistleblowing service available to
record any issue, with each report
resulting in an investigation.

THE SPIRIT
OF ASSALA
OUR BUSINESS:
COMPLIANT, ROBUST
& ADAPTABLE

OUR OPERATIONS:
SAFE & SECURE,
FIT-FOR-PURPOSE

OUR PEOPLE:
EMPOWERED &
ACCOUNTABLE
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The London Office:

The Port-Gentil Office:

Assala Energy UK Limited
The Metro Building, 1 Butterwick
London W6 8DL
United Kingdom

Assala Gabon SA
BP 146, Rue Roger Butin
Port-Gentil
Gabon

www.assalaenergy.com
www.linkedin.com/company/assala-energy/

Disclaimer: Assala, Assala Energy, Assala Gabon. Conception & design: You Are Stories Agency. Photos credits: Olivier Ebanga, Paul Ferry, Audran Sarzier. Published in March 2020.

